The aim of this paper is to study the seismic performance of self-centering moment-resisting steel frames with posttensioned connections taking into account nonlinear material behavior, for better understanding of the advantages of this type of structural system. Further, the seismic performance of traditional structures with rigid connections is compared with the corresponding equivalent posttensioned structures with semirigid connections. Nonlinear time history analyses are developed for both types of structural systems to obtain the maximum and the residual interstory drifts. Thirty long-duration narrow-banded earthquake ground motions recorded on soft soil sites of Mexico City are used for the analyses. It is concluded that the structural response of steel buildings with posttensioned connections subjected to intense earthquake ground motions is reduced compared with the seismic response of traditional buildings with welded connections. Moreover, residual interstory drift demands are considerably reduced for the system with posttensioned connections, which is important to avoid the demolition of the buildings after an earthquake.
Introduction
Moment-resisting steel frames (MRSFs) with posttensioned connections (PTCs) represent a viable alternative to traditional steel frames with welded beam-column connections (FWCs). The posttensioned frames with semirigid connections (FPTCs) have been recently proposed as an alternative for controlling the structural damage and to improve the behavior of steel structures in seismic areas [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . The system is designed to prevent brittle fractures in the nodes' areas of steel frames, which may cause reduction in the ductility capacity of the frame (as occurred in many cases during the 1994 Northridge earthquake). The beams are posttensioned to the columns by high strength posttensioning strands oriented in parallel to the axis of the beam, which provides capacity of self-centering of the frame, reducing the maximum and particularly the residual drifts and, at the same time, providing energy dissipation capacity through special devices placed in the connections.
While the control of maximum interstory drift is very important because it is one of the main parameters recommended by seismic design codes to assess the performance of structures, the energy dissipation capacity is crucial for structures subjected to long-duration narrow-band ground motions [13] [14] [15] [16] . Finally, residual drift demands are an important parameter to decide if a structure is repaired or demolished after the occurrence of an intense earthquake. This problem has been addressed by several authors. For example, MacRae and Kawashima [17] studied the residual displacements of inelastic single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) systems and illustrated their significant dependence on the postyielding stiffness ratio. Christopoulos et al. [18] studied residual displacements of five SDOF systems using different hysteretic rules and suggested that this type of displacements decrease when the postyielding stiffness ratio increases. RuizGarcia and Miranda [19] showed that residual displacements are more sensitive to changes in local site conditions, earthquake magnitude, distance to the source range, and hysteretic behavior than peak displacements. Pampanin et al. [20] studied the seismic response of multidegree-of-freedom (MDOF) systems and highlighted a significant sensitivity of residual drifts to the hysteretic rule, postyield stiffness ratio, and global plastic mechanism. McCormick et al. [21] addressed the issue of discomfort of the occupants of the buildings due to residual deformations; they reported that significant discomfort is felt by occupants of building with residual interstory drift around 0.8%. Based on past experiences of buildings that have undergone differential settlement, they propose a residual drift limit of 0.5% to be considered in performance-based seismic design. They also reported that repairing damaged structures with residual story drifts greater than 0.5% after the 1995 Hyogoken-Nanbu earthquake was not financially viable. Moreover, in a recent study, Bojórquez and Ruiz-García [22] concluded that the residual interstory drift demands in traditional steel buildings are larger than 0.5% when subjected to long-duration earthquake ground motions. Their study was developed considering buildings designed for controlling the maximum interstory drift with new seismic design guidelines. Motivated by the limitations of the traditional momentresisting steel frames to achieve satisfactory seismic performance, and because most of the studies to estimate the seismic performance of structures with posttensioned connections are developed using broad-band records [10, 12] , long-duration narrow-band earthquake ground motions recorded on very soft soil as those taken from Mexico City are not commonly used. The objective of the present study is to compare the seismic performance of traditional steel frames with posttensioned structures with semirigid connections. For this aim, six moment-resisting steel frame models with different numbers of stories have been subjected to a set of thirty narrow-band earthquake ground motions recorded on soft soil of Mexico City. Three frames are representative of traditional MRSFs with welded connections and the others, of equivalent frames with posttensioned semirigid connections. It is shown that the posttensioned structural systems can reduce considerably the maximum and residual interstory drift demands when subjected to long-duration earthquake ground motions. and the damping used was 3% of critical. The fundamental periods of vibration ( 1 ) are 1.07, 1.20, and 1.37 s, respectively. On the other hand, the FPTCs were designed in accordance with the recommendations proposed by Garlock et al. [6] , which basically start with the design of the steel frames as usually is done (considering rigid connections), then the semirigid posttensioned connections are designed to satisfy the requirements of the serviceability and resistance conditions. The beam-column connections consist of two angles bolted to the flanges of the beam and to the column flange (top and seat). For the design of posttensioned connections, steel grade 50 was used for the angles. The length of the angles was taken equal to the width of the flange of the beams ( ). Different angle sizes were tested. In the end, 152×152×13 mm angles were used in all the cases. Posttensioned cables consist of seven wires with an area of 150 mm 2 and withstanding a load of 279 kN; they are parallel to the axis of the beam passing through the interior columns and fixed to the outer face of the columns at the ends of the frame. An initial tension of the cables less than 0.33 of their maximum capacity was used according to the suggestions given by Garlock et al. [6] . The three FPTC models are identified here as F6PTC, F8PTC, and F10PTC, for the frames with 6, 8, and 10 stories, respectively. The FPTC models have fundamental periods of vibration of 1.03, 1.25, and 1.37 s, respectively. The columns of the ground floor are fixed at the base without posttensioned. The beam and column members used for all the frames are illustrated in Table 1 . Note that the mechanical characteristics and dimensions of beams and columns are the same for both FWC and FPTC. can be identified and the energy-dissipating elements (bolted angles) can be observed.
Structural Models

Connection Model: Nonlinear
Behavior. The nonlinear behavior or hysteretic rules that represent the cyclic behavior of the semirigid connections of the posttensioned frames are characterized by moment-rotation curves (M-r), which usually present shapes similar to a flag. This representation characterizes the nonlinearity, self-centering capability, and energy dissipation capacity of the connection. Experimental tests with isolated angles, subjected to cyclic and monotonic loads conducted by Shen and Astaneh-Asl [24] , showed a stable cyclic response and good capability of hysteretic energy dissipation. In general, ultimate strength exceeds 3 times the yield strength and ductility reached values between 8 and 10.
The strength and stiffness in bending of the posttensioned connections is provided by the contribution of the angles of the PTC and by posttensioned strands. Wires and angles work as springs in parallel. Posttensioned strands exhibit linear behavior, while connecting angles behave nonlinearly. Figure 3 shows a typical example of a hysteretic curve corresponding to a posttensioned connection. This behavior was modeled by using (1) and (2) corresponds to the initial loading cycle; two types of variables are observed: (1) variables depending only on geometric and physical properties of angles, such as initial ( ) and postyield ( ) stiffness, the reference moment ( ), and that defines the curvature in the transition between the linear and plastic behavior, and (2) variables depending on the number and type of tendons such as the rigidity of the posttensioned tendons ( ) and the bending moment associated to the opening of the connection (named decompression moment, ) which is a function of the resulting initial tension in the tendons. The second function, given by (2), defines the unloading and reloading process in the connection; and are the maximum values reached in each cycle, and the parameter defines the magnitude of the closing moment of the connection ( ), which must be greater than zero in order to insure complete closure of the connection after getting complete unloading; moreover, this parameter largely defines the dissipation capacity of the connection (enclosed area). The curves obtained with the modified model exhibit good accuracy in comparison with experiment results [5] , and they were modeled in RUAUMOKO [26] as the flagshaped bi-linear hysteresis,
Earthquake Ground Motion Records
A set of 30 long-duration narrow-band ground motions recorded at Lake Zone sites of Mexico City was considered. Particularly, all motions were recorded at sites having soil periods of 2 s, during seismic events with magnitudes near of seven or larger and having epicenters located at distances of 300 km or more from Mexico City. Some important characteristics of the records are summarized in Table 2 . While PGA and PGV denote the peak ground acceleration and velocity, respectively, the duration ( ) was estimated according to Trifunac and Brady [27] . It should be mentioned that sites having soil periods of 2 s are fairly common within the Lake Zone and that the higher levels of shaking (in terms of PGA) have been consistently observed at these sites. Further, the long-duration narrow-band ground motion records demand large amounts of energy to structures compared with those subjected to broad-band ground motion [14] . The ground motions were recorded in sites where most of the damage during the Mexico earthquake of September 19, 1985 , occurred. Figure 4 shows the elastic response spectra for the records under consideration (where denotes pseudoacceleration) corresponding to 3% of critical damping. The narrow-banded records exhibit similar values of parameter , which is an indicator of the characteristics of their spectral shape [28] [29] [30] ; further information of this parameter can be found in [29] . As a result, there is a strong similarity between their spectral shapes when they are scaled to the same spectral acceleration at first mode of vibration. Figure 4 shows seismic response spectra for all records scaled for an elastic spectral acceleration of 100 cm/s 2 for a period of 0.9 s. The similitude exhibited by all spectra indicates that the spectral acceleration is a good indicator of the damage potential of the ground motions and emphasizes the good correspondence that exists between parameter and the spectral shape of the motions. Note that the spectral acceleration of 100 cm/s 2 was chosen only for illustrative purposes and that the similitude exhibited by the spectra is valid for any level of scaling.
Methodology
The comparison of maximum interstory drift (IDR max ) and peak residual interstory drift (RIDR max ) of the traditional and posttensioned steel frames was estimated using incremental nonlinear dynamic analysis [31] . For this aim, the building frame models were subjected to the set of thirty long-duration narrow-band earthquake ground motions, which were scaled at different values of the seismic intensity in terms of spectral acceleration at first mode of vibration of the structure ( 1 ). The selected seismic intensity values were from 0.1 g to 2.0 g with increments of 0.1 g. The RUAUMOKO [26] computer program was used for the time history nonlinear dynamic analysis.
The seismic performance results considering nonlinear behavior are expressed in terms of maximum and residual interstory drifts at the end of the earthquake motions for each scaling level. also indicate that the maximum interstory drift demands are smaller for the structures with fundamental periods equal to 1.37 s than for those with periods around 1.07 s due to the softening phenomenon that these structures suffer; it occurs because as the seismic intensity increases and the structure presents inelastic nonlinear behavior, the effective period of vibration becomes larger, which implies that it becomes closer to the peak ordinate of the spectrum. As a consequence, the structural response grows very rapidly. In other words, the structure is "softening" into the peak of the spectrum, as it is shown in Montiel and Ruiz [32] . Note that the uncertainty in the estimation of maximum interstory drift is larger for the steel frames with rigid connections compared with the FPTC (see Figure 5) . Moreover, for the FPTC models, IDR max tend to increase almost linearly with ( 1 ). This can be explained observing that the strands remain elastic which significantly contribute to the stiffness capacity of the connection. Figure 6 shows the maximum interstory drift for all frames and the ground motion intensities of 0.4 g, 0.8 g, 1.2 g, 1.6 g, and 2.0 g. The figure indicates that the maximum interstory drift of the FPTC models are smaller than those of the corresponding FWC models; this difference increases as the intensity seismic demand increases. It suggests the advantages of using moment-resisting steel frames with posttensioned connections.
The ratio of the maximum interstory drift of FPTC divided by the same parameter for FWC model (here defined as Ratio of Maximum Drifts RMD) is illustrated in Figure 7 at different intensity levels. It is observed that RMD in all the cases is smaller than unity, indicating that the IDR max values of the FPTC systems are smaller than those of the FWC system. Furthermore, for larger values of nonlinear behavior, the ratio is almost the same for all the frames analyzed with magnitude about 50%, which represent an important reduction of the maximum seismic demands compared with the traditional structural steel frame models.
Comparison of Maximum and Residual Interstory Drift
Demands. Maximum and residual interstory drift demands are compared at different intensity levels in terms of spectral acceleration in this section. The results of median values of the selected engineering demand parameters are compared in Figures 8 and 9 considering ground motion intensities of 0.8 g, 1.0 g, 1.2 g, and 1.5 g, for the structural models F6PTC and F10PTC. As it was expected, the magnitudes of IDR max tend to increase for larger values of spectral acceleration; on the other hand, the RIDR max slightly increases when ( 1 ) becomes larger. Moreover, the value of RIDR max is smaller than 0.5% for ( 1 ) equal to 1.5 g, indicating that the buildings with posttensioned steel connections do not necessarily must be demolished after an earthquake. Note that the value of 0.5% of residual interstory drift was proposed by McCormick et al. [21] as the limit for feasible financially structures and to guarantee the comfort of the occupants of the buildings. Furthermore, the larger seismic demands in terms of maximum and residual deformations occur in the intermediate stories (between 0.3 and 0.6 of the height). Figure 10 shows the median values of RIDR max for the frames with 6, 8, and 10 stories and spectral acceleration values from 0.1 to 2.0 g. It can be observed that the magnitude of RIDR max increases when ( 1 ) becomes larger. For ( 1 ) ≥ 0.5 g, the RIDR max of the FPTC models are smaller than those of the FWC systems. The difference increases when ( 1 ) also increases. In the case of FWC, the residual interstory drift strongly depends on the fundamental period of the frames being smaller for frames with larger fundamental period of vibration. Note that the results of the incremental dynamic analyses of the FPTC suggests that there is a lack of dependence on the fundamental period of structural vibration in the values of RIDR max at different intensity scaling levels, in such a way that for FPTC with different stories the residual demands are similar for the same spectral acceleration intensity.
The ratio of residual interstory drift demands for the FWC and FPTC structural systems defined as RRD is introduced to compare the structural performance of both types of systems. Figure 11 shows the mean values of RRD for all the frames under consideration at different intensity scaling levels starting from 0.5 g; for smaller values, the structures exhibit elastic behaviour. Note that for a specific frame the ratio tends to be constant for all the intensity values under consideration; also, the ratio increases when the structural fundamental period is larger. This is summarized in Table 3 , where the mean and standard deviation of RRD are presented for the frames obtained for all the scaling levels. Results indicate that the mean value increases and the standard deviation ( ) decreases as the fundamental structural period increases, which implies a large difference in mean and in dispersion of the results corresponding to the frames under ( 1 ) (g) Figure 11 : Ratios of mean values of RIDR max for FPTC divided by RIDR max for FWC. study. For the 6 stories frame the mean RRD is about 0.49; this implies that the average of the residual interstory drift for F6PTC is about 51% smaller than the F6WC residual interstory drift. In the same way, the reductions are of 36% and 28% for the 8-story and 10-story frames, respectively. The results show the advantage of using posttensioned structural systems with energy dissipating connections.
Conclusions
The study compares the seismic performance of buildings in terms of maximum and residual interstory drifts' demands of posttensioned self-centering moment-resisting steel frames with traditional welded connection steel frames. Incremental nonlinear dynamic analysis was used to estimate the seismic assessment of six structural steel frames which were subjected to thirty long-duration ground-motion records scaled at different values of ( 1 ). For the analyses of the frames, nonlinear material behavior was considered. The numerical study indicates that in all the cases, the maximum interstory drifts of the FPTC are smaller than those of the FWC; in fact, reductions in the order of 47% were obtained when the FPTC was employed as structural system compared with the traditional system. Moreover, the residual interstory drifts for the FPTC systems are smaller than 0.5% which is the limit for feasible financially structures and to guarantee the comfort of the occupants of the buildings, and this conclusion is valid for different intensity levels. Furthermore, the maximum residual interstory drift was reduced at values as large as 51% when the frames have posttensioned connections. For this reason, the results suggest that PT connections in structural frame buildings can control significantly the seismic performance in terms of peak and residual drift demands for structures subjected to long-duration narrow-band earthquake ground motions, and this is valid for frames with different story levels and at different intensity of the ground motion. Note that most of the previous studies were developed using low-rise buildings which were subjected only to broad-band records. Finally, it is important to say that the reduction of the maximum interstory drift implies less structural damage in the buildings and, on the other hand, the reduction of the maximum residual interstory drift is very important to reduce the economic consequences of repairing and interruption of the functionality of the buildings.
